Introduction
Genomic mapping data is characterized by uncertainty in the order and positions of the objects in genomic maps. When two independently derived maps of the same genomic region (or two chronologically different versions of a map created by the same experimenters) are compared, they will hardly ever agree entirely. For maps created by the same group, a more recent map will typically have less ambiguity than the older map, but sometimes the relative order of objects may have changed. Currently, when two or more maps of the same region are stored in a public database, the differences between them, if any, must be worked out by hand by any mapper interested in that region. The designers of GDB have stated (Fasman et al. 1996) that with GDB version 6, anyone in the community will be encouraged to submit maps, and to annotate maps submitted by others. This decision, while welcome and necessary, will have the short-term effect of making the problem of map comparison even more acute.
In the domain of software development, it is important to automatically compare two different revisions of source code.
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Much effort has gone into devising robust and efficient algorithms and programs for this purpose. The utility diff, which is part of the standard UNIX package, will compare two files and report their differences succinctly. Diff is the basis for version control in the Source Code Control System (SCCS), also part of the standard UNIX distribution. SCCS and similar packages are used for collaborative (multiprogrammer) software development in large projects. The freeware program GNU diff (Haertel et al., 1992) , which improves on the functionality of the standard UNIX diff, uses the algorithm originally described in (Myers, 1986) .
Version control is equally important in mapping projects, because (as in software development), errors in a subsequent version of a map due to bad experimental data may make it necessary to fall back on a previous version. However, map version control is presently unavailable in many genomic database development environments. For example, OPM (Chen and Markowitz, 1996) , which is currently used to develop GDB version 6 and the Genome Sequence Data Base (Keen et al., 1995) , has version control for atomic objects, such as clones, markers or sequence, but not for maps (which may be considered as compound objects). ACEDB (Durbin and Thierry-Mieg, 1991) , a popular display tool for genomic data, which handles maps among other genomic objects, is not concerned with version control. Version control is also currently unavailable in SIGMA (Cinkosky et al., 1995) , an environment for map maintenance and map assembly.
A review of previous algorithmic work
One sub-task in the map difference problem is to compare two permutations representing the common items on the two maps. The problem of finding the minimum number of operations ('moves') that will transform one permutation to the other has been studied extensively for inter-species chromosomal map comparison to try to determine how species may have evolved or diverged. Chromosomes can mutate through several operations: inversion (reversal) of fragments, transposition of fragments, translocation (crossingover), deletion, insertion and duplication. (Sankoff et al., 1992) were the first to suggest comparison of gene order instead of DNA sequence to measure divergence of two genomes. Because of the difficulty of considering multiple kinds of operations simultaneously, subsequent algorithmic research has tended to focus on one operation exclusively. For example, (Kececioglu and Sankoff, 1995) focuses only on inversions, which appear to be very common in bacterial evolution. (Bafna and Pevzner, 1995) deals only with transpositions, and (Hanenhalli, 1995) considers only translocations. Determining the minimum number of operations is NP-hard, and the above papers deal mostly with approximation algorithms that have provable worst-case bounds. All these papers make the simplifying assumption (in order to derive a permutation) that all objects common to both maps are zero-dimensional and unambiguously ordered among themselves within each map.
We now briefly describe the vocabulary of the permutation problem, which is relevant to the present work. (See Kececioglu and Sankoff, 1995 for more details.) A permutation, IT, is a list of integers representing the order of objects on one map with respect to the other. For example, in the permutation (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 6, 7, 9) , element '8' is out of position. If we permit only transpositions, then a breakpoint (i, i+ 1) is defined as a point where TT, and ir, + 1 are not consecutively increasing. If we permit inversions alone, a breakpoint is a point where TT, and 7r l+ | are not consecutively increasing or decreasing. In the above example, the inversion breakpoints lie at (5,6), (6,7) and (8,9). A strip is a subsequence bounded between two consecutive breakpoints. A strip with consecutively increasing elements, e.g. (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) in the example above, is called an increasing strip, while a strip such as (5,4,3) is a decreasing strip.
A permutation difference algorithm must determine a set of moves that will remove all breakpoints. The minimum number of moves required to transform one map to another depends on which operations are permissible. In the permutation above, a single transposition move of the element '8' removes all three breakpoints. (When transposing segments of arbitrary length, the removal of three breakpoints per move is the best that can be achieved.)
Systems and methods
In this section we consider work that is preliminary to formulation of the map difference algorithm.
Choice of operation for transforming the permutation of shared objects
When considering intra-species (e.g., human) map comparison, a decision to permit or disallow particular operations must be made by hypothesizing a mechanism for map differences, and testing the hypothesis by inspection of representative data.
Differences between intra-species maps at the chromosomal level (where one is dealing with named markers rather than sequence) are mostly due to random experimental ambiguity or error. Much more rarely, they are due to polymorphic variation between the DNA of the two individuals used as the reagents for the respective mapping experiments. Given the current state of mapping technology, we postulated that experimental errors would most likely result in a modest proportion of single-element transpositions over short regions. That is, one would be highly unlikely to get gross errors where an object close to the left end of the first map would be close to the right end of the second.
Single-element transpositions can also explain the differences between revisions (versions) of a map generated by a single group. In this case, the differences are also mostly due to error in the older version that was subsequently rectified when more experimental data became available. Provided that the errors were not gross (again, a reasonable hypothesis, given the current state of technology and assumption of a minimal level of competence on the part of the mapper/s), they will most likely involve single elements rather than large sets of elements.
The hypothesis of single-element transpositions (rather than permitting transpositions of segments of arbitrary length, as in the work of Bafna and Pevzner) has the advantage of a more parsimonious difference description in terms of possible experimental error. For example, resolution of the permutation (1, 2, 3, 8, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10 ) by a move of '8' four positions to the right is more parsimonious than a move of (4,5,6,7) one position to the left.
To test our hypothesis, we compared the common elements of the CEPH/Genethon linkage maps (March 1996 release) and the Stanford/MIT radiation hybrid (RH) maps (December 95 release) for the 23 paired human chromosomes. This data was obtained via the WWW front-end to GDB version 6.0 (URL: http:Avww.gdb.org). We wrote a simple program to generate the permutation of the RH map with respect to the linkage map for each chromosome. The program determined the size of each strip in the permutation, and also recorded whether the strip was increasing or decreasing. The results were pooled for all 23 chromosomes. The presence of a large proportion of single-element strips would support our hypothesis, while the presence of numerous long decreasing strips (of more than two elements) by the inversion criterion would falsify it, suggesting instead the applicability of the inversion operation for breakpoint removal. (Decreasing strips of only two elements could be dealt with by transposing one of these elements).
We now summarize the analysis of the human chromosomal data. Four of the 23 chromosomes (i.e. chromosomes 1, 2, 3, 22) did not show any difference in order of common elements: this is mainly because there were very few common elements: this is mainly because there were very few common elements between the linkage and radiation hybrid maps for these chromosomes. For the remainder, there were 235 strips by the inversion criterion, of which 101 (43%) had length 1, 84 (36%) had length 2 and 18 (7.7%) had length 3. Of the 56 decreasing strips, only one had length 3, while the rest had length 2. (By the transposition criterion, there were 292 breakpoints, of which 214 [73%] had length 1.)
These numbers suggest that, at the present level of resolution for human chromosomal maps, single-element transpositions seem to explain most of the differences between common elements.
Map data structure representation
Our program, Mapdiff, uses a subset of the GDB Mapview data format for its input data. (The Mapview program, freely available through GDB's ftp site, acts as a helper application to graphically display maps accessed via the WWW front-end to GDB version 6.x. While its internal data format is hidden from the end-user for the most part, the user has the option of inspecting it by downloading a map as a text file.)
In the Mapview format, each item on the map, as well as the map itself, is described by a set of attribute-value pairs. Several attributes, e.g. GDB unique identifiers (UIs) and descriptive strings, are important in making the map intelligible to an end-user and getting further information from GDB interactively. For example, the UI of an object is used to fetch detailed information on that object from the GDB server when its name is double-clicked. However, such attributes are not relevant for the purpose of a map-difference algorithm.
Therefore, Mapdiff uses only the following Mapview attributes for individual objects: displayName, objectClass, objectClass, LFM_Coord and RFM_Coord. The first two represent the name and class of the object, while the latter two are numbers that represent its leftmost and rightmost bounds on the map's coordinate system. For well-localized, zero-dimensional objects (landmarks) both numbers are the same. For one-dimensional objects or objects localized within a subregion of the map (non-landmarks), these numbers are different. The coordinate system may be based on a biologically significant metric (e.g. centiMorgans or centiRays for linkage and radiation hybrid maps, respectively), but not necessarily so. For many maps, distance information is sparse and incomplete, with most information concerning object order only. Map display software such as ACEDB deals with this situation by creating a coordinate system where consecutive landmarks are sequentially numbered. (For a review of map coordinate systems, see Nadkarni, 1995.) Mapdiff initially focuses on the order of objects. Distance information, where available, is considered for landmark objects only. This is reasonable because, due to the nature of experimental mapping, distance information is almost always available only for well-localized objects. Mapdiff permits its two input maps to have different coordinate systems, because one often needs to compare maps based on independent coordinate systems (and methodologies). In such a case the user is generally interested only in order. However, distance information has occasionally been the focus of work comparing the differences in map metrics at a chromosomal level, such as the work of (Lichter et al., 1993) , which contrasts a physical measure based on fluorescent in situ hybridization-fractional length from P-terminus-with linkage distance.
Algorithm
Mapdiff computes the differences between two graphs as an Edit Graph, a series of moves required to transform the first map to the second, so that, given the first map and the edit graph information, one can generate the second graph without information loss. The choice of 'first' or 'second' map is arbitrary. However, when comparing an older map with a newer revision, a user finds it more informative to designate the newer map as the second. Edit Graphs have been used in other genomic domains, for example, sequence alignment (Pearson and Miller, 1992) . The Myers algorithm for comparison of two strings, as implemented in GNU diff, also uses an Edit Graph.
Edit graph moves
Given that map objects may be either landmarks or nonlandmarks, the following kinds of moves are required to transform one map into another if only order is to be considered. (We defer our discussion of distance until later.)
1. Very rarely, (e.g., when comparing non-chromosomelevel maps) one map may be reversed relative to the other. 2. Certain objects may be unique to one map. The transformation can therefore involve removal of objects from the first map, or insertion of objects on the second. 3. For objects present on both maps, the transformation involves rearrangement of objects. The algorithmic background regarding rearrangement of landmark objects has been discussed earlier. 4. Objects that are not landmarks on one map may be landmarks on the other, and vice versa. We refer to the process of transforming a non-landmark to a landmark as promotion, and the reverse process as demotion. Promotion is common when comparing an older map with its more recent revision (where many more objects are accurately localized as experimental data accumulates). Demotion is much less common and indicates the discovery of experimental error.
Therefore, the possible moves are: map reversal, object promotion, demotion, removal, insertion and transposition. The last three can be recorded either for landmarks or nonlandmarks. Because non-landmark objects are encompassed within landmark objects on a map (and therefore, dependent F.M.Nadkarni on them) the order of operations is critical if the edit graph is to allow successful reconstitution of the second map from the first.
Mapdiff operates in two phases: determination of differences in order and (optionally) determination of distance differences.
Determination of order differences
Mapdiff's algorithm for order difference determination is given below.
1. Determine objects unique to each map, common objects, and the landmark/non-landmark status of each object.
(An object is a landmark on a map if its left and right coordinates are identical and not shared with any other object.) Sort both maps by lower and upper coordinates.
Temporarily convert each to a sequentially-numberedlandmarks representation. 2. Reverse map 1 if its polarity is reversed with respect to map 2. To determine polarity, reduce the two maps temporarily to their shared landmarks, and derive the permutation of the objects in map 1 relative to map 2. Sum the left and right halves of the permutation. If the left-half sum is greater than the right-half sum, reverse map 1 by negating the addressed in its input data. (If both maps had landmarks in exactly the same order and orientation, the permutation would form an arithmetic progression, and the left-half sum would be about a third of the right-half sum.) 3. Remove objects unique to map 1. 4. Denote Landmarks on map 1 that are non-landmarks on map 2. 5. Transform the set of common landmarks on map 1 to the order on map 2 using the following greedy algorithm (based on the single-element transposition hypothesis discussed earlier): Repeat a. Locate an out-of-position single-element strip. Try to find a transposition that reduces the number of breakpoints in the permutation of common elements by two or more. If such a transposition exists, perform it. If not, seek a single-element transposition that would reduce the number of breakpoints by one. (Such a move will always exist.) b. If no unit-length strips exist, move the shortest outof-position strip into position an element at a time.
Count each element's move as one move. (Here, all moves except the last do not reduce the number of breakpoints.) until no more breakpoints.
There is a fairly dramatic difference between the theoretical worst-case performance of this algorithm and its performance in practice. In the worst case, where one permutation is a palindrome of the other, the algorithm will taken N-1 moves, where N is the number of elements in the permutation. It will also perform poorly when there are long strips that are displaced considerably from their desired final position. The permutation (1, 2, 7, 8, 9, 10, 3, 4, 5, 6, 11, 12 ) is such a case. Here, each strip requires as many moves to resolve as there are elements in the strip. (In the above case, three moves would be required, each restoring the position of elements '7', '8' and '9' respectively.)
In actual practice, given the state of mapping technology today, palindromic permutations never occur-the case of map reversal is dealt with in step 2 above-and long, greatly displaced strips are also highly unlikely. Therefore, the greedy algorithm will take much fewer moves. For the human chromosome data (linkage maps vs. radiation hybrid maps) described above, the algorithm takes 114 moves to remove 292 breakpoints across all pairs of maps-an average reduction of 2.6 breakpoints per move, which is close to the theoretical maximum of three per move. This statistic therefore reinforces our single-element transposition hypothesis.
We emphasize that our greedy algorithm for singleelement transpositions is applicable only to map comparisons where modest experimental error is in fact a reasonable postulate for observed differences. It is definitely not applicable to any other circumstances. 5. Promote non-landmarks on map 1 that are landmarks on map 2. Insert landmark objects on map 2 that do not exist on map 1. For this purpose, identify chains of one or more adjacent new landmarks on map 2 that did not exist on map 1. Record each chain insertion as a separate move. (Chain identification generates a more parsimonious description in the typical situation where several adjacent new landmarks are inserted/promoted in sequence.) For each component of a chain, record whether that component represents a promotion of an existing object or an insertion of a new object. 6. Test shared non-landmarks on both maps to see if their landmark extends correspond to identical landmark objects on both maps. If this is the case, these objects have not changed: if not, record the move as a shift of coordinates (left coordinate, right coordinate, or both). 7. Finally, insert non-landmark objects unique to map 2.
The flowchart summarizing the algorithm is shown in Figure I .
Determining distance differences
To determine distance differences between two maps, we must first decide exactly what information is going to be compared. For mappers, the absolute coordinates of an object (i.e. distance from a hypothetical 'origin' on the chromosome) are less useful than distance from immediately neighboring objects. This is because in genomic mapping, the object's position is generally determined experimentally by measurements with respect to its neighbors. The use of absolute coordinates introduces the following problems:
Because of intrinsic error in each individual measurement, the absolute value of the error (from the start of the map) accumulates as one walks along a chain of experimentally determined distances along a chromosome, even if the percentage error does not. 2. Many distance measures, such as linkage distance, are not interval measures. That is, they are not strictly additive, and combining several such measurements to produce an absolute coordinate yields a number with heuristic significance only. 3. The order of shared landmark objects may vary on both maps. (As discussed earlier, this is the starting point for the permutation problem.) Therefore, if a pair of landmarks on one map have their relative order reversed on the other, the relative magnitude of their respective absolute coordinates will also be reversed, even if the distance between (hem is the same in both maps. 4. Absolute coordinates are 'fragile'. If the distance estimate between even a single pair of adjacent landmark objects on a map is revised through subsequent experiment, then the absolute coordinates of all subsequent objects on the map need to be revised, even though distances between them have not changed. (This phenomenon is well known for linkage maps, where the absolute coordinates of each marker fluctuate with each data release.)
For the above reasons, Mapdiff focuses only on distances between pairs of adjacent landmark objects. It operates as follows:
1. The set of Landmarks common to both maps is flagged on each map. 2. Distances between pairs of adjacent landmarks map are computed on map 1. Each pair is now looked on map 2 (where they may or may not be adjacent), and the distance between this pair on map 2 is computed. Combining the two sets of numbers for each map, we have a 'translation table' relating the distances between pairs of common objects across both maps. 3. Distances between all adjacent pairs of landmarks except those previously reported in step 1 are now computed and reported. (This step is only required for preservation of information in the edit graph; it is not of much interest to the mapper who is looking for differences.)
Because of intrinsic experimental error, it is expected that when two different laboratories or groups using the same experimental methodology report distance estimates in their respective maps, these estimates will not be identical. A user comparing both maps will be interested only in 'significant' differences. Therefore, Mapdiff allows filtering of its output by letting the user specify a cutoff; a report of differing distance between two objects will be made only if the percentage difference exceeds this cutoff. (By default, the cutoff is set at 5%.)
Reporting on shared objects
When comparing two maps with only a modest proportion of shared objects, most of the items in the map difference edit graph will consist of insertions and deletions. These differences, while important for version control, are obvious and uninteresting to most users. Mapdiff can therefore be directed to report differences between common objects only. In this circumstance, Mapdiff determines whether the position of each common object is consistent across both maps. In circumstances where an object may be a nonlandmark on either or both of the maps, consistency is defined as follows (please refer to Defining consistency for an object that is shared on both maps, but is a non-landmark on at least one of them. In the figure, landmark objects on each map are represented by letters, shared landmarks indicated with a shaded rectangular box. In (a) the upper half of the figure, object O's position is consistent, because it is bounded by the same pair of shared landmarks, LI and H1. In (b) where object O is a non-landmark on both maps, its position is inconsistent, because its shared landmark extents on each map (L2-H2 and H2-U respectively) are disjoint.
Implementation
Mapdiff is a standalone ANSI C program controlled with command-line options. It takes as input two text files, each representing a map. It generates its edit graph as a text file humanreadable description of map differences, one move per line.
Results
As a practical test of Mapdiff, we compared two publicly available data sets: the radiation hybrid map of human chromosome 12 (from the data set described earlier) and the STS-content map of chromosome 12 generated at the chromosome 12 genome center (URL: http://paella.med. yale.edu/chrl2/home.html: the author is the curator of this dataset). There were 798 markers in the STS-content map and 283 markers in the RH map, with 60 objects common to both maps, 12 of which were shared landmarks. Figure 3 summarizes the differences between the common elements that are landmarks on at least one of the maps. The landmark pairs AFMA184ZC1-D12S358 and D12S323-D12S379 have their orders reversed across the two maps.) Two objects D12S322 and D12S319 (non-landmarks on the radiation hybrid map, landmarks in the STS-content map), are inconsistent, as described in the legend accompanying the figure. AH other shared objects are consistent, and have therefore not been illustrated. Note that, in cases where a user may be interested in shared landmarks only (and not in other aspects of the map difference problem such as version control), such a drawing might be the only output that is needed. (The Whitehead Institute WWW site http://www.genome.wi.mit.edu) uses the connected-objects drawing metaphor extensively for comparative map display.)
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We have also compared the Genethon linkage map of chromosome 12 (249 markers) with the MIT integrated physical map (550 markers). The two maps had 41 common objects and 35 shared landmarks. Seven moves were required to transform the order of shared landmarks in the linkage map to that in the physical map.
Discussion
The fact that only four out of 60 shared objects show differences across the two maps in the example above is testimony to the existing state of mapping technology. Nonetheless, the raw data illustrate one problem with comparison of publicly available maps built with different methodologies: namely, the modest percentage of shared objects. (We have stated earlier that the paucity of shared objects between the linkage and RH maps of chromosomes 1, 2, 3 and 22 results in no differences between shared landmarks.) This situation is partly unavoidable-certain mapping reagents tend to be more suitable for certain methodologies-but clearly strenuous experimental efforts must be made to try to use the same reagents for multiple methodologies. The need to use common reagents will become critical as the proportion of gene-based reagents goes up-currently, most markers on maps represent segments of DNA with unknown function.
On the other hand, when comparing versions of a map generated by the same methodology, the proportion of shared objects is likely to be very much higher. Mapdiff was originally developed to assist map management by DNA Workbench (Nadkarni et al., 1996) , a database package to assist the maintenance of physical mapping data in specific chromosomal regions. Here, it is important to provide robust ergonomics by interactively allowing the end-user to perform version-related tasks such as version branching or reverting to a previous version if need be. Version branching allows more than one hypothesis to be concurrently explored as the basis for further experimental work, while reversion is the equivalent of rolling back a transaction to a known consistent state in the database domain. Considerable work remains to be done by us in this matter.
Limitations and scope of future work
The work currently embodied in Mapdiff does not close the map comparison problem even in the domain of human chromosome-level maps. We now discuss certain issues that are still open; we do not currently have the answers to them.
The submap problem. A map coordinate system can also accommodate submaps. A submap is a compound object (comprising multiple individual objects) that has extents on a parent map. Submaps can be nested to an arbitrary degree of complexity. Each submap will have a coordinate system entirely independent of its parent. Mapdiff does not currently handle submaps. Given the present state of map data, this is not a serious shortcoming, for the following reasons.
1. Submaps are present only when there is an inability to fully integrate information from two or more independently derived maps. They are typically seen in committee-derived consensus maps. Maps based on a single source of raw data do not have submaps. (None of the chromosome-level maps in GDB 6.0 currently have submaps.) 2. The objects present in submaps are unlikely to be shared between two maps. Even when two different revisions of a consensus map are compared, chains of poorly localized objects in the older map (that needed to be placed in submaps) are better localized on the newer one, either as landmarks or as non-landmarks. Therefore, simply treating such objects as new often yields an adequate difference description.
However, as the volume of map data increases, and highresolution consensus maps incorporating diverse methodologies become publicly accessible, we foresee the necessity of dealing with submaps rigorously. Such a capability would greatly enhance the capabilities of existing map management software.
Choice of operations: optimization. The steps of the Mapdiff algorithm are for the most part, computationally straightforward. Only the step of transforming the permutation of shared landmarks involves optimization. (All other objects require one move per object: a deletion, insertion, promotion, deletion or translation.) Our greedy algorithm for singleelement transpositions achieves a solution in a reasonable number of steps, but we do not pretend that it is optimal. As stated earlier, the algorithm's applicability is dependent on the presently defined nature of the problem-most differences are assumed (with good reason) to be due to experimental error.
If the characterization of the human genome (after a 'representative' genome is fully sequenced) goes to the next step-namely, the characterization of biologically significant polymorphisms at the sub-locus level-this algorithm will definitely have to be discarded in favor of an algorithm that determines 'moves' in terms of a combination of biological phenomena such as segment duplication, removal and transposition. The existing algorithmic work described in the Introduction, which tends to focus on a single kind of move for the purpose of algorithmic simplicity, will have to be extended considerably to deal with the possibility of multiple kinds of moves.
Availability of software
Mapdiff will be made freely available to anyone who makes a written request to us. The package includes source code, documentation, executables for Sun Solaris, PC and Macintosh platforms, a filter program for conversion of Mapview files, and sample data files for testing of the program.
